“Best 3-D Snow EVER”

by M.C. Baker
grades KG-4
time frame: 40 minutes

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Anything you want to do with snow… I have the recipe for you! This was a HUGE hit with all ages. Anything from snowmen to snow storms over hand drawn landscapes. THIS is the recipe you need to make your project soar!

Wolf In The Snow
Author / Illustrator: Matthew Cordell

Winner of the 2018 Caldecott Medal.
A girl is lost in a snowstorm. A wolf cub is lost, too. How will they find their way home?
Paintings rich with feeling tell this satisfying story of friendship and trust. Here is a book set on a wintry night that will spark imaginations and warm hearts. (Amazon)

ART ACTIVITIES / PROJECTS
Here is what you need:
Elmer’s White Glue and Shaving Cream (cheapest you can find). Mix the two on a paper plate and you have three dimensional snow that will stay puffy when dry! It is easy, smalls good, and your students will love it. I use Q-Tips to get the “snowflake effect” but
you could really use anything from paint brushes to popsicle sticks. Have fun incorporating **snow** as a new medium!